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GUEST LECTURE ON ESG AND FINANCE
 

The event was held in Block A Seminar Hall from 02:30 pm-03:30 pm. The guest
speaker for the occasion was Mr. Jim Gourowka, Senior President-IMA (US-CMA)
of The Association of Accounts and Financial professionals in Business.
The seminar was focused on ESG/ Sustainability landscape in India. For banks and
insurers, the financial risks of climate change are in sharp focus as regulators set out
expectations for stress testing and climate risk management. Asset and fund managers
and asset owners are being required by regulators and investors to embed sustainable
investment throughout their businesses and to consider the full spectrum of ESG.
The search for consistency remains a priority. The key to achieving this, and enabling
the development of reliable market data, will be standardized definitions of E, S, and
G, globally. Recognizing the challenges that companies are facing in making ESG
disclosures, standard-setting bodies are seeking to enhance and align their approaches
to corporate reporting, both financial and non-financial.
Sustainable business re-examines the purpose of an organization from generating
profits for shareholders to preserving and growing an entity’s value in a way that
produces for all its stakeholders over the long term.
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ASHRAY SEMINAR
 

STRAW India is a registered non-profit organization with the vision to
create a country where people treat each other with empath and animals
with compassion through the medium of education. During the last
decade, they’ve sensitized over 25,000 children and college students to
be kind to animals.
The session which was organized by STRAW India focused on feeding
dogs within the community and campus. The guest speaker was Dr.
Dinesh Mohite, a veterinarian majoring in surgery, with 18 years of
experience in animal health and welfare in various national and
international organizations. Currently, he is associated with FIAPO as
head of animal health and welfare. 
Dr. Monite advised the students to feed the stray dogs and animals at
least 1 meal a day which would prevent accidents. He also informed the
students on how they can provide first aid to the free-roaming animals
and how to protect the animals from any harm. He ended the session by
advising the students on what to keep in the first aid kit and suggested
keeping a list of contacts to connect with in case of emergency



CREATIVE CORNER
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THE UNDEAD MAN
- Mithun Ram

The man undead hung onto their
shoulder 
Slipping them stories of greatness once
were 
He weighed down on them like
monsoon grey 
Far from a parasite, a destined friend 
Making them beautiful as he cut them
down 
They were the poem I dare not write 
For it is the withering flower that holds
unfiltered beauty 
Moments held beauty as they forgot to
last 
Love slithered in deep, only to let go 
A sweet corruption with every passing
sip 
Stories were soothing as they went
mute 
Rustling wind grew loud with silence 
As the heart skipped every other beat

SONG OF LIFE
- Allen Mathew

 
Nightmares daunt me all the time 
Fake courage I forge just to live
Often I feel my breath constricted, 
It matches my grandmother long
buried and gone 
I find solace in darkness and
contentment in void
I had envisioned my path ahead.
I trusted the norms but life considered
me different.



STOCK TALK : SERIES 
Financial Planning And Advisory Cell

The Stock Talk series is an initiative by the Financial Planning, Training, and Advisory Cell, which will give an overview of the stock
market for the current month. The page will also suggest a few potential stocks which investors can consider for their portfolio.
However, it is suggested to discuss the cell advisor before making investment decisions.

Cell Advisor:
Dr. Nitin Kulshrsetha
Assistant Professor- Applied Finance
SEBI/NISM Certified Research Analyst

*Disclaimer:
This is for academic purposes. Please discuss the cell advisor before taking investment decisions.

NIFTY 50 
NSE 18202 (Spot Price as on 07.11.22)

ICICI BANK
(917 Spot Price as on 07.11.22)

AXIS BANK:
(872 Spot Price as on 07.11.22)

TCS:
(3233 Spot Price as on 07/11/2022)
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On the basis of technical analysis chart formation, Nifty looks bearish in the first
half of the month, may fall from 18245. Nifty first support at the level of 17800,
further second support level 17400. Further, In the last week of the month, Nifty,
after touching their support level may experience bullish move. This month Nifty
may trade 18250-17300. This month could highly volatile.

On the basis of technical analysis chart formation, ICICI BANK may trade
between 931-850. In the month of Nov 2022, stock may enter into bearish
moves, where 875 is a first support level and 810 is a second resistance level.
This month stock may trade between 931-810.

On the basis on technical analysis chart formation, Axis bank may have a strong
volatility, resistance level 890 and support level at 820. In coming trading
session Axis Bank may go downward direction at the level of 825 in the month
of Oct 2022. In this month Axis bank may experience high volatile majorly at
downside the sides, Axis bank may trade between 890-810.

On the basis of technical analysis chart formation, TCS may fall from resistance
level at 3277, and the support level at 3045. This month TCS may trade in a
range 2950– 3277. In a short run, price may go down, since price is close to the
horizontal support level.


